BARCELONA GIN

A new and unique gin experience for
the true connoisseurs and all those who
can appreciate the very best of what a
Mediterranean gin has to offer.

Prior Barcelona Dry Gin

Distilled in Priorat - Savoured in Barcelona

In the 12th century, the Carthusian monks settled in the
Priorat, newly reconquered from the Moors.
This mountainous region offers a vibrant and impressive
landscape: a grand and mystical theatre where red rock,
deep creeks, lush vegetation, dark slate and bright green
vineyards set the stage.

The Priorat is famous for its complex and
powerful wines, product of the region’s slate
soil and ample sunlight. Here, wines have to
give their best if they want to survive.
The very essence, the fifth-essence, of the
Cariñena and Grenache grapes is extracted
by our magnificent copper four-plate Arnold
Holstein distillation column. This is only
done with time, effort, craftsmanship, and
utmost respect from the wine lees of the top
DOQ Priorat and DO Montsant wines we
work with. Anything less will not do.

Cool and limpid, the water we use comes strictly from our well Font del Mas
Petit. This pure water, high in mineral content, is perfect for the full expression
of the botanicals found in our gin.
These botanicals, all local, include:
Juniper berries, rosemary, fennel, pine shoots, and especially figs.
We then combine these botanicals from the remote mountains of the Priorat
with lemon peels from South-Catalonia to produce an exquisite coastline
mountain-range Mediterranean gin.
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Distilled in Priorat - Savoured in Barcelona
BCN GiN

Gin distilled in the quiet
mountains of the Priorat and
savoured in roaring Barcelona.
Between tradition and modernity
lie the roots of the spirit that
transformed Barcelona in the
capital of a new lifestyle. BCN
GIN bridges mountain and sea,
nature and urbanity, tradition and
modernismo.
With sparkling tonic, the bridge
is complete: the common sense
of Catalan rural life meets the
Dionysian effervescence of
Barcelona.

In 1916, Escofet Tejera & Co. was chosen by the council of Barcelona to pave the sidewalks
of the city. Since then, all who walk in Barcelona immediately recognise the typical BCN
sidewalk motifs, symbol of the city.

BCN

GlN

The elixir of mountain Priorat grapes.
The purity of fresh cut Mediterranean botanicals.
BCN Gin. An original toast to the unique intensity
of Barcelonese night life. Salut!

40%Vol.
70Cl.

Produced by: Aguavida Llops S.L.
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